Introduction. Considerable viscous relaxation of topography has been anticipated for Venus [I-31 because of the high surface temperature and the strong temperature dependence of strain rate. Venera 15-16 radar altimeaic profiles across impact craters 25-140 km in diameter, however, indicate crater depths of several hundred meters, suggesting that substantial relaxation has not occurred for these features [4]. We seek to test the interrtitl consistency among current estimates of the mean crater retention age of the surface, the internal thermal s t r u c m of Venus, and the inferred rheology of crustal and upper mantle material. Ow approach is to apply a general numerical formulation of gravity-driven flow in a viscous fluid to an initial topographic model of an impact crater on Venus. We compare the predicted results with Venera observations, and we develop formal statistical confidence limits on each model. Diameter-depth relationships. Regression analysis on the depth dv (in km) of 8 Venus impact craters
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Viscous relaxation model. By direct numerical integration of the equations of motion of a linearly viscous fluid [9] , relaxation of crater topography can be evaluated for a medium with an arbitrary depth dependence of viscosity. We use the temperature-dependent effective viscosities of diabase [lo] and olivine [l 11 to represent the crust and mantle, respectively. Because the dependence of laboratory-derived flow laws on stress is nonlinear, the effective viscosity must be evaluated at some characteristic stress difference 2, which we take to be the average of the initial maximum stress difference within a cylindrical volume of radius D and depth Dl2. Since near-surface rock strength is limited by frictional sliding rather than creep [12], we assume that effective viscosity above the brittle-ductile transition (BDT) is limited by frictional strength. An arbitrary lower bound of lo2' Pa-s is also imposed on the viscosity at all depths. Different densities in the crust and mantle are accommodated by solving the equations of motion in the two regions and matching appropriate boundary conditions [13] . The initial state of local isostatic compensation of crater relief must then be specified.
Application to Venus. We illustrate this formalism with the following example for D = 140 km. We assume that initial topography is given by an azimuthally averaged, gravity-scaled profile [I41 of the lunar Copemican-age crater Langrenus @ = 132 km). We take 170 m.y. as a minimum estimate for the mean crater retention age of the portion of Venus imaged by . By specifying all other parameters (Table 1) except the thermal gradient dT/dz and crustal thickness H, maps of the fractional change in crater depth pig. 2) and associated significance levels (Fig. 3) can be constructed for this two-parameter space.
Discussion. The model illustrated requires a thin (<I0 km) crust in order that crater topography be preserved over the past -90 m.y., if the mean thermal gradient is appropriate (-20" Kflrm) to a planet in which lithospheric heat transport is dominated by conduction [16] . Of course, the results can differ for other combinations of adopted parameters. For instance, a younger mean age would p e h t a thicker crust and a higher LPSC X V I I I 369 VENUS CRATER RELAXATION Grimm, R.E., and Solomon, S.C. thermal gradient. The alternative gravity-scaling relation (depth -g-l) yields shallower initial depths; the lesser topographic load leads to lower strain rates and less topographic relaxation for a specified time interval. Less relaxation is allowed at each significance level, however, so that the distribution of significance levels is not very different from that in Fig. 3 .
With a larger sample of impact craters and improved estimates of crater depths, data likely to be provided by the Magellan mission, the formalism described here should lead to tighter constraints on permissible values of crustal thickness and mean thermal gradient on Venus. 
